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I had the great honour of conducting a
formal interview with a real gentleman last
week, and I’m pleased to share the results.
Since I have been General Manager, Peter
Douglas has visited me on several occasions
to share his knowledge and stories about the
Club, and I have been wanting forever to do
this interview so that more of you will know
about him. DYC members…meet Peter
Douglas

DAN: Peter, looking at the DYC Seniority
List in the back of the 2012 members book, I
note that you are the “Senior Member” of
the Club and the only active member of the
Club’s 25 chartered members. Can you tell
me what prompted the formation of the
Dartmouth Yacht Club back in 1962?

PETER: Well, there was a keen interest in
yachting and boating of course, and most of
the activity was in the area of Dartmouth
Cove located where Kings Landing is being
built. There was kind of a mooring field there
and that’s where owners kept their vessels.
You could join the Royal or Armdale yacht
clubs but they were a long distance off on
the other side of the harbor and that gave
birth to the idea that we should have a Yacht
Club of our own. Most of the initiative came
from the Club’s first Commodore Cyril
Hubley. He was a well known businessman
and owned a Ready Mix Company. He
encouraged all the other boaters to meet on
occasion and thus was born the beginning of
DYC. A better site was foremost on all minds
so the focus centered on Bedford Basin.
Hubley had the support of several other
business leaders, including Mayor Joseph
Zatsman and eventually the present site was

acquired
from the
lady who
owned it. 

Six of the
Charter
members,
formed a
limited
Company and made the investment
necessary to make the purchase. Eventually,
during my Stewardship, the Dartmouth
Yacht Club purchased the assets of the
Holding Company. This was done by selling
off a corner of the property to Town Tire Co.
and giving the Holding Co. a mortgage on
the rest of the property. We also acquired a
99 year lease from the Town on the two
islands in Wright’s Cove. From then on it was
what we called sweat equity and sweat labor.
Everyone worked together to forward the
cause.

DAN: What position did you hold on the
first Management Committee, and what
subsequent positions did you hold?

PETER: On the first official meeting where
we elected officers, Cyril Hubley was elected
the Commodore, John Young the Vice
Commodore and I became the Rear
Commodore; the first three flag officers of
the DYC.  From then on, we moved up in
succession each year and eventually, I
became the Commodore and served two
terms in that position. In those days our club
house was a log cabin. I spoke about this
situation at the recent Commodore’s
Reception and the valuable contribution of
member’s wives. General Manager

Dan Gallina 
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DAN: When did the Club first move
to its present site and what was here
in terms of facilities when you first
arrived.

PETER: The only thing we had at
that time was the framed house on
the property which is now Coastal
Tire, and the log cabin I just
mentioned. There was natural growth
on this property – lots of trees and
bushes, and I think the waterfront
came up to where the steps are on the
current patio. All the rest we see now
was filled in with overburden hauled
away from the development of
Burnside Park. There were no docks at this time. The
business men pitched in with their time and machinery to
improve the property and change the lay of the land. One
big asset we had was the Water rights of Wright’s Cove
which came with the purchase of the land. A causeway was
constructed to the little island where the gas dock sits and
thus began the headland from which the marina system
anchors. This development is recorded in photos at the
front of the DYC History book and they will explain the
scope and the work in more detail.

DAN: How did development of the early facilities at DYC
occur – I don’t imagine the Club had much of a bank
account in the early days?

PETER: The yearly dues were $ 25.00 and we all helped
each other launch and haul our boats, it was all sweat
equity with everyone pitching in to work together for a
common goal. On occasion our ladies would arrive with
sandwiches and hot coffee and it was a real community
thing in the early days. As Commodore, I remember
reporting at our annual meeting that the finances of the
club were in good order and amounted to $2,300.00 that
year. I also remember on being re-elected to the second
term that I took a oath never to sell or dispose one pebble
of the DYC property. 

I built the first railway to haul boats from the water. It was
made from a steel cradle from a WWII Topedo Boat and
served the club well for many years. It was located where
the Spar Racks are to-day. We made docks from split
railway tank cars and installed wooden decks and attached
home made fingers to them.

Some of our members worked at BIO, and when there was
surplus or unwanted rope or cable there it ended up here.
In fact our first little ancient tractor was something they
needed to get rid of, and it also ended up here – but I can’t
say too much more about all that! Sweat equity was what
carried the development of the Club in the early days.

DAN: You once told me that your family had property in
this area. Can you tell me more about that?

PETER: Bedford Basin was always considered a holiday

area, and it was only a dirt road from
here out to Sunnyside, but my father
had a little motor boat, and around
the bend from the Club they had a
camp, just a shell of a place and on
weekends they would motor up from
town and spend the weekend there.
My uncle also had a spot over by the
Gypsum terminal where he had a
summer home.

DAN:  Back in the mid to late sixties
when the Club was taking shape, did
you envision it would be in the form
it is currently in?

PETER: All I can say is that we all had the same opinion…
and expressed it as often as we could…that someday,
people would be lining up to join the Dartmouth Yacht
Club, the way they did at Brightwood Golf Club. And here I
am, alive at 92, to see it. I often think that it would be nice
if Cyril Hubley and John Young and some of the old
members who worked so hard could see it today. Those
original men were businessmen – people who were “doers
and shakers”, and they decided they were going to have a
Yacht Club, and they made it happen.

DAN: Are you pleased with the Dartmouth Yacht Club 50
years later?

PETER: Oh Yes, very much so…this Clubhouse was built in
1970, and this was a member project event as well. We
offered shares to get some money to start, but most of it
was the result of everyone bringing a hammer and a saw
on the weekends and the architect of the building worked
in the dockyard as an engineer.  The progress with the
travel lift and the ramp and the new marina is very pleasing
to see. I actually think that DYC is the most progressive
Club in Eastern Canada

DAN: Is there anything you would have done differently
over the years?

PETER: I don’t think so, my thoughts once were that if we
ever built a new Clubhouse, that it would be down close to
the water, in the vicinity of the Gas Dock and Gas Shed,
and that it would be all beautifully landscaped from there
looking out. Whether that idea, at a later date becomes a
yes or no, it will take a lot of serious thought and planning.
But other than that, it was just a natural development that
grew and met the needs of the boating public. 

DAN: Do you have any advice for the future of the Club?

PETER: Just keep doing what you’re doing – I think you’re
doing it right with excellence day to day office and yard
management and programming…Provide the services and
people will come!. . Encourage our young people to learn
to sail by giving them the best environment and
equipment. Good management is the key!. We have always
had good people like Don Backman, Mike Kelly and others



who stood up in trying times to give sound leadership.

DAN: Just one more thing…I know you have a hobby of
building model ships. Can you tell me a bit about your
hobby, how you make the models, how many you’ve made
and the names of a few of your favorites. 

PETER: Having lived close to the harbor all of my life and
serving an apprenticeship in the Halifax Shipyards and a
later business career in all things Marine, ships come
natural to me. I am a member of the Maritime Ship
Modelers Guild and I like to build models known as
“Scrach” Rather than buy kits with every thing provided.
We scratch modelers make every item needed. I call my
models, “POND BOATS” sturdy in construction, Radio
controlled and transportable. Other modelers like to make
MUSEUM models, untouchable and under glass for
viewing. 

I built the SS United States – a famous American Ocean
Liner, 5 feet long and the Lady Nelson, Canada’s 1st
Hospital ship in WWII.

I have built many ship models ranging from 5 inches long
to 3 and 5 feet long, some for display and some for radio
controlled sailing. Most are vessels with a touch of History
about them. Canada’s 1st. 1910 War ship, HMCS Niobe,
the Mont-Blanc that blew up in 1917 in Halifax Harbor, the
CYCLOPS lost in the Bermuda Triangle, and so it goes.

DAN: I think everyone would agree that it was an
incredible feat for you to complete the boats that you did
complete at age 91, particularly to the depth of detail that
you did. The Club owes you a great deal of thanks for
being such a great member over 50 years.

PETER: I have derived a great deal pleasure from
membership in this Club as one of its many hundreds who
made it grow to prominence. I still like to come up once a
week to visit, and it brings me great deal of pleasure to see
what it has become

DAN: Peter, it has been inspirational and a great pleasure
to conduct this interview. Thank you for being such a great
member of the Dartmouth Yacht Club and for giving the
Club the roots it needs to grow as well as it has. We are
very fortunate to have had you as one of the Charter
Members.
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Club Hours
The DYC office is open Monday to

Friday 8am to 5pm.

Tender Service/
Fuel Dock Hours

1 Jul – 3 Sep 2012 
Open 8am – 9pm 
7 days a week 

(Service by Summer Students)

4 Sep – mid Oct 
Open 8am – 8pm 
7 days per week 

(Service by students and Yard Staff)

Mid Oct – end Nov 
Open Weekdays only 
(Service by yard staff)

Summer Bar Hours
Until mid Oct:
Mon: 4-10pm
Tues: Closed
Wed: 4-11pm
Thurs: 4-10pm
Fri: 4-11pm

Sat: 11am-10pm
Sun: 11am-7pm

General
Information
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Message from the Commodore
By Debbie Mountenay

Hi everyone. It is hard to believe that
we are seven months into our DYC
year. Between new docks, new staff,
new flowers and trying to find a new
tender, there really is a lot to do!

As Commodore, I feel it is my
responsibility to wave the DYC flag
whenever and wherever I can. I do this
with the greatest sense of pride in our
club. I never cease to be amazed with
the number and quality of volunteers
at DYC. Some members like to attend
meetings and some don’t. But no
matter what side of that fence you are
on, volunteers still come out.

I think back to the Commodore’s
Reception, the Junior Sail Yard Sale,

the Club Opener, the Club yard clean-
up day, landscaping, painting,
cleaning out the attic, ordering new
DYC clothing and that’s just a few
things. It says to me that members are
very proud of their club and so they
should be. 

This sense of pride also spills over to
our new membership.  Time and time
again I hear from new members that
the reason they joined DYC is because
the members are so friendly and those
members are you!

As we swing into the 2012 boating
season, I encourage all of you to boat
safely and be respectful of other
members. We will be celebrating

DYC’s 50th anniversary this fall and I
think we are well positioned to enjoy
another very successful 50 years.
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This well attended Casino night was a blast - with roulette, colour wheel, and a
number of Black Jack tables manned up and operating at full capacity. After
three hours of gambling no one lost the farm…instead great prizes were won!
We made a record setting amount of money for Junior Sail, something we were
aspiring to do. Our sponsors were more than generous!!  I would love to name
them all but that would
take up the rest of the
space in this edition…
suffice it to say, we had
44 donators of great
prizes. We had a lot of
volunteers but Freda
made it all happen and
next year we will just
follow in her tracks.
Thanks for all the work
Freda!!

Casino Night By Vicki Froats

This last quarter has been pretty quiet, and this is a good
thing. The major concern right now is taking action to
terminate the membership of those members whose account
remains outstanding. There are number of these, namely,
Crew Members!

It has been interesting to watch the steady progress in the
construction of our new neighbours and their apartment
building. We look forward to establishing a good relationship
with these folks. Already we have one new Senior member
who has joined the club as he is leasing an apartment in this
complex. A number of potential members have asked for
information as they are contemplating renting. This could be
a very positive thing. As to our neighbour to the south,
nothing new to report on that front!

We are looking forward to the yard upgrade and the
application of new gravel and a dust suppressing application
of “apple juice”. Actually it is sap from trees manufactured by
a company in the valley (hence the notion that it is apple
juice!) Some of our older (time in) members will remember
that we did this before and it worked well.

The office wishes all boaters many good times on the water
for the summer. Watch out for the Junior Sailors. We have full
classes for July and August is filling up. This means a lot of
training boats will be used, under the command of very
young people. Our three instructors will be on the water in
their zodiacs but they can’t be everywhere.

From The Office By Bruce Cake

Top left: Fun had by all

Top Right: Direct from
Las Vegas…Paul the
Wheelspinner!

Bottom: Lots of Prizes
donated
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The Helly Hansen Opener was a wet one, but we
still made it a great social event for both boaters
and land lovers. We had about 50 people who
were piped down to the docks (by Susan) and who
listened as Father Rob Blessed the Fleet. He was
right; we are all blessed to be here with our friends
and boats!! 

After the races on Saturday we had steaks too big
to finish, but the music by Major Shuffle made us
all dance the steak away until the band folded up. 

On Sunday Father Rob was busy until 11::00 (I
wonder what he was doing?) so Sandy took him
in the dingy and dropped him off at the boat he
was racing on. He had 3 minutes to spare! 

Following the race, prior to the awards
presentation, everybody was treated to free chilli
thanks to our generous donors.

Thanks Debbie and Stephen for all your work!
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Blessing the Fleet By Vicki Froats

Vicki Froats came to DYC with her partner Nancy in 2005. Sailing in a 26’ Nonsuch (Horizon
Bound). Right from the get-go she started working for the betterment of DYC; always a willing
to give a helping hand to anyone.

She retired from a career with Bell Aliant where she was the first lady pole climber in Canada,
working mainly in the Annapolis Valley and finished her career as an instructor trainer.

Retirement did not slow her down. Since then she has been involved in making movies,
transporting handicap persons to their various destinations, working on and fixing computers,
as a volunteer greeter at the Stanfield International Airport, working as kitchen helper here at
the club on club events and regattas, organizing the yard clean up, caring for her dog “Suzie”
and of course as our very capable Entertainment Chairperson. We are very fortunate to have
her as a member of the club and we wish her and Nancy good health and many enjoyable
hours on the water in their new 33’ Beneteau (N-V). Many thanks.

Top Left:  What rain…We’re going to get the Fleet blessed
Top Right:  To the Fleet 

Bottom Left:  We should all be wareing our HH gear!
Bottom Right:  Father Rob blesses the Fleet

What Our Management Committee Members Do In
Their Spare Time. By Don Backman, Club Historian
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SummEr
DEALS!
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We had a beautiful Commodores
Reception 2012 hosted by DYC’s first
female Commodore, Debbie
Mountenay. The jacket and tie event
was well attended, although there was
room for more, and everyone raved
about the quality of the evening. The
highlight of the appetizers was the
chef (Chef Jeff) searing Scallops that
were delicious! We were entertained by outstanding background music provided by The Tom Gibson Quartet. The band was
very professional, with some of the band members having played with Ann Murray and background for CBC. 

We also had the pleasure of some of the past commodores taking part in the Reception, Peter Douglas, Mike Kelly, Donnie
Backman and Jim Thomas. It was truly a night to remember!! 

Debbie should be proud, as we are proud of her…DYC’s first female Commodore!! 

Thanks go to Carolyn for the wonderful decorating job.

The new club house project has been
the source of much excitement,
skepticism, rumors, and curiosity
amongst the club members, so here is
an update. The committee was given a
mandate by the management group:

To determine the Clubhouse that the
membership wants and needs then
develop 3 viable options to satisfy the
membership. The three options are a)
add to the existing clubhouse b) build a
new clubhouse in a new location but
not on the water c) build a new club
house on the water. We will present
these options in a comprehensive
format at the October General Meeting
allowing membership to make an

informed decision selecting which
option to move forward with. Once the
membership has voted our mandate
evolves to deliver the option selected.

Committee members are: Donnie
Cameron, Noel Fowler, Jim Thomas,
Keith Sawlor, Mike Owen, Robert Taylor
and Mark Joseph as our management
liaison. We have a great committee
with a wide variety of backgrounds,
which has lead to some informed
spirited discussion, just as I had hoped.
We are holding monthly meetings at
various locations such as Shining Waters
and Brightwood Golf Club and plan to
visit a number of other sites as we
explore and debate our options. 

The membership has given the
management committee their
wants/desires for the new clubhouse
over the last few years, these inputs
steer the direction of the committee.
We are early in the process but are
optimistic we can identify the right
solution for DYC and are anxious to see
the club move into its next phase of
development.  

We look forward to discussing our
findings in the October General
Meeting.

Robert Taylor
Proud Member DYC, New Clubhouse
Committee Chair

Commodores Reception 2012 By Vicki Froats

DYC New Clubhouse Committee
By Rob Taylor, Committee Chairman
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Halifax Gets WET September 14-16, 2012
September 14th-16th sees a brand new event on the
Halifax Waterfront. WET 2012 is a multi-faceted marine
exposition incorporating the best of everything afloat with
in-water displays comprising sailing yachts, power boats
and commercial boats built in Atlantic Canada plus
featuring small craft such as kayaks and paddleboards. It all
takes place on the Halifax Waterfront.

Presented by Waterfront Development WET 2012 is
managed and produced by Denex Group Inc. and
supported by industry groups such as the Nova Scotia
Boatbuilders Association and the Nova Scotia Yachting
Association. Beside the in water component at the floats
near Foundation Place other exhibits will be housed in a
large tent and accommodated on adjacent open space
located just north of the Waterfront Warehouse.

"We're pleased to bring WET 2012 to the Halifax Waterfront
for the first time, along with our partners, " says Colin
MacLean, President and CEO of Waterfront Development.
"This is a wonderful opportunity to showcase traditional
and modern day boatbuilding skills in Nova Scotia, against
a backdrop of our marina program and working harbour."
Waterfront Development offers free daily berthing in
Halifax, Bedford and Lunenburg as part of its expanding
marina program providing an opportunity for people to
explore by land and sea.

A special feature of the WET Expo will be the presence of
the Royal Canadian Navy Fleet Dive Unit (Atlantic) with
their tender "Sechelt". The unit will be demonstrating
underwater activities in easy viewing from the boardwalk,
they will also have their bomb disposal Robots and other
equipment on display.

The Nova Scotia Sailing Association is hosting a regatta for
small boats including Opti's, 29'ers and 420's in association
with the expo. AWESOME Halifax
(www.awesomehalifax.com), is hosting a tug of war
featuring two teams pulling two Navy Tugs and the Halifax
City Chase

(www.mitsubishicitychase.com/compupdates.asp?compid=
Halifax&nav=schedule) will start from right next to the WET
2012 exhibits on the Saturday afternoon.

Tim Edwards. Executive Director of the Nova Scotia
Boatbuilders Association said, "At NSBA our goal is to
promote our boatbuilding industry in all ways possible,
WET 2012 is an excellent follow up to our own Showcase
of recent years and can only help boost the industry."  WET
2012 is expected to draw crowds of boating enthusiasts
from around and outside Atlantic Canada and the Naval
and Commercial exhibits will draw the attention of the
fishing and inshore marine community as well as
Government and Military interests.

WET 2012 is managed by Denex Group Inc. Denex
launched the first exhibition ever held in the Halifax Metro
Centre in 1978 - The Ideal Home Exhibition and has been
responsible for creating dozens of trade and consumer
expos since, including the Fish Canada series, the Boston
Seafood show and the Canadian Food and Beverage Show.
Jon Denman, President of Denex, said "given our provincial
moniker "Canada's Ocean Playground" it is time we had a
major marine oriented event that serves and promotes all
water related activities. It is our hope that WET Atlantic
becomes a growing and sustainable part of Nova Scotia
life."

Waterfront Development is a provincial crown corporation
developing the strategic potential of waterfronts in Bedford,
Dartmouth, Halifax and Lunenburg. The corporation fosters
the creation of waterfronts that drive economic
opportunity, enhance tourism, provide experiences and
reflect and protects marine heritage.

Follow us on TWITTER - http://twitter.com/#1/WetAtlantic  

FACEBOOK - http://www.facebook.com/wetatlantic2012 

and on our website http://www.wetatlantic.com  
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Riviera Ocean Front Luxury Apartments

Beside Dartmouth Yacht Club!

209-1110

� Condo Style
� 1, 2 & 3 Bedroom
� 6 Appliances
� Heat & Hot Water included
� Fireplaces
� Indoor Carwash
� Indoor Heated Pool
� Jacuzzi
� Fitness Area
� Party Room
� Theatre Area
� Outdoor Lounge Area

www.rivieraapartments.ca
rentals@rivieraapartments.ca
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Contact
Information

Dartmouth Yacht Club
697 Windmill Road
Dartmouth, NS

B3B 1B7
Tel: 902-468-6050
Fax: 902-468-0385
dyc@dyc.ns.ca
www.dyc.ns.ca

Newsletter
Information

The Signal is published
4 times a year:

It is available at the 
DYC Clubhouse
and posted at
www.dyc.ns.ca

EDITOR
Dan Gallina
DYC Office

ADVERTISING
Contact DYC Office

Tel: 468-6050 
to place an ad.

ADVERTISING RATES
Full Page - $100
1/2 Page - $75
1/4 Page - $50
Bus Card - $25

SUBMISSIONS
Articles and photos will

be considered for
publication subject to

space and topic.
Must be digital.

IMAGE & AD
SPECIFICATIONS

Supply via email. PC or
Mac compatible JPEG,
Tiff, EPS or pdf files
Image resolutions
should be at least 

250 dpi, sent attached
to your email not
placed in a word

document.

NEXT DEADLINE
Deadline for next 

issue submissions for
articles and advertising
will be Wednesday
September 19, 2012

DESIGN & PRODUCTION
Jennifer Stone

Michael Owen
Owen & Morrison

Trial Lawyers

604-45 Alderney Dr
Queen Square

Dartmouth, NS B2Y 2N6

Office:  463-8100
Fax:  465-2581

Residence:  463-3715
Cell:  499-0433


